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Abstract

In a cooperative multi-agent system that is situated in
an evolving environment, agents need to dynamically ad-
just their negotiation attitudes towards different agents in
order to achieve optimal system performance. In this pa-
per, we construct a statistical model for a small cooper-
ative multi-linked negotiation system. It presents the rela-
tionship between the environment, the level of local coop-
eration and the global system performance in a formal and
clear way that allows us to explain system behavior and pre-
dict system performance. The analysis results in a set of de-
sign equations that can be used to develop distributed mech-
anisms that optimize the performance of the system dynam-
ically. It helps us more concretely understand the important
issue of distraction and provides us with the local attitude
parameter to handle distraction effectively. This research
demonstrates that sophisticated probabilistic modelling can
be used to understand the behaviors of a system with com-
plex agent interactions, and provide guidelines for the de-
velopment of effective distributed control mechanisms.

1. Introduction
In Multi-Agent systems, agents negotiate over task allo-

cation, resource allocation and conflict resolution problems.
In a cooperative system, agents work together to achieve op-
timal global utility. Unfortunately, when the environment is
evolving over time, it is virtually impossible for the agents
to always obtain and process all the necessary non-local
information in order to achieve the optimal performance.
Since centralized control is costly and impractical, most re-
lated research has been focusing on mechanisms that use
local cooperation to approximate global cooperation. Only
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recently have researchers looked at different levels of lo-
cal cooperation and its impact on the global performance.

There are different degrees of local cooperation when an
agent is considering whether to cooperate with other agents
on an external task or the use of a local resource (Figure
1(a)). An agent iscompletely self-directedwhen it does not
take into consideration how much utility the other agent can
potentially gain if it commits to the requested task. In con-
trast, an agent iscompletely externally-directedif it sees
the other agent’s gain as its own when negotiating. In this
paper, we distinguish the notion of “self-interested” ver-
sus “cooperative” from “self-directed” versus “externally-
directed”. We call an agentself-interestedif its local goal
is to maximize only its local utility and an agent iscoop-
erative if it is intent on maximizing the final social util-
ity. Self-interestedness and cooperation illustrate the goal
of an agent, while self-directness and externally-directness
is the local mechanism used to achieve the goal. In a com-
plex distributed system, where the environment is evolving
over time, an agent has to dynamically choose the level of
local cooperation that is optimal for its organizational goals
based on its limited local vision and the information pro-
vided by other agents. Recent experimental work [8] found
that different degrees of local cooperation have different im-
pacts on global cooperation level and it is not always bene-
ficial for an agent to be completely externally-directed. Un-
derstanding this relationship between local cooperation and
global cooperation formally is very important for designing
appropriate mechanisms to achieve optimal system perfor-
mance.

In this paper, we construct a statistical model to formally
analyze the relationship between the degree of local cooper-
ation, the environment characteristics and the global utility
achieved in a simple multi-linked negotiation setting. The
model is verified by simulations and is used to explain and
predict the system performance for the degree of local coop-



eration and different environment parameters. Furthermore,
we show that a simple learning mechanism based on this
model can be used by each agent so that it can dynamically
adjust its local cooperation level in response to the evolv-
ing environment so that optimal performance is achieved.

In an environment with uncertainty, the information pro-
vided by other agents may be inaccurate and prove a distrac-
tion for an agent’s goal [2]. [1] proved that in a market sys-
tem where agents are self-interested, if the trust an agent has
for the other agent equals its trustworthiness, then the social
welfare and the agents’ utility functions are maximized. Our
formal study described in this paper shows similar results
in a cooperative system in the sense that the level of uncer-
tainty directly affects the amount of self-directness that an
agent should have in order to optimize the social utility. An
agent should put appropriate weight on external informa-
tion provided by other agents in an uncertain environment
in order to deal with distraction. When there is more uncer-
tainty related to the external information, an agent should
be more self-directed. It should be more externally-directed
if the external information has more certainty.

Research in Multi-Agent Systems community has been
largely heuristic and experimental. Most formal work is
done in systems with self-interested agents [6, 7, 5]. [3] an-
alyzes the need for meta level communication in construct-
ing a dynamic organizational structure. Our experience in
building a formal model for a small cooperative multi-agent
system demonstrates that sophisticated probabilistic tech-
niques are useful in modelling complex interaction among
agents. The analytical model is useful in understanding the
behavior displayed in simulation results, and can be used as
a base for designing distributed control mechanisms to im-
prove the system performance in a dynamic environment.

2. Integrative Negotiation
[8] introduced an integrative negotiation mechanism

which enables agents to interact over a spectrum of dif-
ferent local cooperation degrees. During a negotiation
session, an agent’s attitude can vary to reflect how im-
portant its own utility increase is compared to the other
agents’ gains. When the agent only attaches importance to
its own utility increase and not to the other agents’, its at-
titude toward negotiation is completely self-directed; when
it attaches the same degree of importance to the utility in-
crease of other agents as it does to its own, its attitude is
completely externally-directed (Figure 1(a)).

Let us take task allocation for example. There are two
types of rewards that are transferred from agentA to agent
B with the successful accomplishment of taskt: real reward
RB and relational rewardRBA/t. Real rewardRB has pos-
itive benefits to agentB’s utility. The agent collects real re-
ward for its own utility increase and it is calculated into the
social welfare increase as well. In contrast, the relational re-
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(a) Attitude parameter as a measure of local cooperation
level. The more weight an agent puts on the utility increase
of the other agent, the more externally-directed it is.
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(b) Different mapping from relational reward to local virtual
utility reflects different degrees of local cooperation.

Figure 1. Degrees of local cooperation

wardRBA/t does not contribute to agentB’s actual utility
increase, and it is not included in the social utility computa-
tion. Instead, it is transferred to reflect how important task
t is for agentA and makes it possible for agentB to con-
siderA’s utility increase when it makes its negotiation de-
cision. HowRBA/t is mapped into agentB’s virtual util-
ity depends on agentB’s negotiation attitude towards task
t with agentA. Figure 1(b) shows different mapping func-
tions for agentB. During its negotiation session with agent
A about taskt, agentB calculates its virtual utility for the
task asUB(t) = UB(RB)+UB(RBA/t) = RB +k ·RBA/t

and usesUB(t) to comparet against conflicting tasks if any.
Experimental work showed that it is not always bene-

ficial for the agents in a cooperative system to be com-
pletely externally-directed [8]. When the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the utility increase is high, it is better for the
agent to be more self-directed. This indicates that complete
local cooperation does not always lead to optimal global co-
operation. Understanding the relationship between the local
cooperation level and social welfare will help us better de-
sign a distributed system where agents can locally adjust
their negotiation attitude and optimize the global utility.

3. General Problem
Let us formally define the class of problems we study.
There are a group of agentsA1, A2, . . . , An and a set of

tasksT1, T2, . . . , Tt. Each task has a number of parameters
that observe a distribution:

• ri: taskTi arrives at an agent at timet with a probabil-
ity of 1/ri.

• ei: the difference between the arrival time of a taskTi

and its earliest start timeesti.
• duri: the duration of the taskTi.



• sli: the difference between the earliest possible finish
time of a taskTi and the deadlinedli.

• Ri: the reward of a taskTi if it’s finished.

The relationship ofei, esti, duri, sli anddli is illustrated
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The relationship of different param-
eters of a task

Each taskTi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t can be decomposed into a set
of subtasks:Ti1, Ti2, . . . , Timi , wheremi is the number of
subtasks ofTi. All of the subtasks need to be completed in
order for the agentAs at whomTi arrives to collect the re-
ward. The agent can contract out some or all of the subtasks
to other agents or it can finish the task on its own. As a spe-
cial case,As can contract out the entire taskTi. Each sub-
taskTij , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi has a set of parameters
as well, and they have to observe certain relationships with
each other and with the original taskTi:

• rij : rij = ri.
• eij : the difference between the arrival time of a sub-

taskTij and its earliest start timeestij .
• durij : the duration of the subtaskTij .
• slij : the difference between the earliest possible finish

time of the subtaskTij and its deadlinedlij .
• Rij : the reward of the subtaskTij if it is finished.∑

j Rij + Ri0 = Ri, whereRi0 is the rewardAs gets
after handing out the rewards to each subtask if all of
the subtasks are completed.

For each subtaskTij there is a set of agentsASij who
can performTij . When a taskTi arrives at agentAs, As

needs to do the following for each subtaskTij :

1. Start to negotiate with one of the agent(s) inASij .
2. Transmit the related parameterseij , durij , slij , Rij . In

addition, also transmitRi0, i.e., the rewardAs itself
will get if Ti is finished successfully.

When an agentAl receives a request from agentAs to
do subtaskTij , it does the following:

1. Decide whetherTij can be fit onto its own schedule
or can be contracted out (contracting out a subtask fol-
lows the afore mentioned procedure of a regular task);
if yes, reply committed.

2. If there is a conflict betweenTij andAs’s own sched-
ule andAs cannot subcontractTij out to other agents,
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Figure 3. The simplest organization structure
with the necessary inter-agent interactions

compare the utilities of the conflicting tasks and com-
mit to the one with highest utility, and decommit from
the other.

The utility of a subtaskTij for Al is calculated asUl(Tij) =
Rij + kl,ij ∗ Rio, wherekl,ij is Al’s attitude parameter to-
wards subtaskTij . Here we use the rewardRio that will be
received by agentAs as the relational reward forAl.

Each agentAi is inherently cooperative, which means
that its goal is to maximize the expected social utility.

We need to decide the relationship between the attitude
parameterk, the environment parameters and the expected
social utility. Furthermore, we need to design a mechanism
that allows an agent to adjust its attitude parameters towards
different agents and tasks in response to the ever changing
environment and achieve optimal social utility.

4. A Statistical Analysis
4.1. An Example

Though relational reward provides agents with the infor-
mation about the importance of the task to the other agent,
this information may be inaccurate when the task requires
cooperation from more than two agents. In this section, we
describe a simple agent organization structure with the nec-
essary inter-agent interactions during the negotiation pro-
cess (shown in Figure 3) that exemplifies the class of prob-
lems and build an analytical model for this structure.

There are three agents in the system.A1 has one type of
taskT1 coming in, of which there are two different subtasks
sub2 andsub3 that need to be contracted out toA2 andA3

respectively. Suppose at the same time, tasksT2 andT3 ar-
rives at agentsA2 andA3 and need to be completed. As a
result, there may be conflicts betweenT2 andsub2, or be-
tweenT3 andsub3, which force the agents to choose one
task between the two. This decision depends on the real re-
ward associated with each task, the relational reward from
A1, and also how the agent evaluates this relational reward,
i.e., its attitude parameter toward it.

Let us consider the following example. Suppose agent
A2 faces the following situation: it receives a taskT2 with
15 units of real reward (R2 = 15), and at the same time
it receives a task proposalsub2 with 6 units of real reward
and 10 units of relational reward (R12 = 6 andR11 = 10).
If A2 is completely externally-directed towardsA1 regard-
ing tasksub2 (k = 1), then the utility forsub2 is Usub2 =
16 > 15 = UT2 . As a result,A2 decides to accept tasksub2



and reject taskT2. However,A3 rejects tasksub3 based on
its situation, and therefore taskT1 can not be accomplished
successfully. SinceA1 does not get the expected reward of
20 units, it cannot giveA2 the promised 6 units of real re-
ward. At the same time,A2 also loses the opportunity of
accumulate 15 units real reward fromT2. The performance
of this small organization is not optimized. The reason is
that the information fromA1 is uncertain: the expected re-
ward is based on the assumption of both subtasks are ac-
complished successfully, which depends on the local deci-
sions of bothA2 andA3.

How to deal with this uncertainty associated with multi-
ple agents’ local decision processes? We have built an an-
alytical model presented in the following sections, so that
agents can choose the appropriate attitude parameters to
cope with the uncertainty.

4.2. Model Setup
We formally describe the three-agent organization (as

shown in Figure 3) and the interaction among agents in this
section. We chose this organization structure because it is
minimal in its simplicity and yet complex enough to high-
light the problem we are studying. We will extend this sim-
ple model to more complex structures as described in Sec-
tion 3 in our future work.

There are three agents in the system.A1 has taskT1 com-
ing in, of which there are two subtaskssub2 andsub3 that
need to be subcontracted toA2 andA3 respectively. At the
same time,T2 andT3 arrive atA2 andA3.

1. Ti arrives atAi with a probability of1/ri at each time
unit. More formally, for any timet, Pai(t) = 1/ri rep-
resents the probability of there being a taskTi arriving
atAi at timet.

2. For taskTi, ei, duri andsli are uniformly distributed:

Pei(x) =
{

1
bei−aei

, aei < x ≤ bei

0, otherwise

Pduri(x) =
{

1
bdi−adi

, adi < x ≤ bdi

0, otherwise

Psli(x) =
{

1
bsi−asi

, asi < x ≤ bsi

0, otherwise

3. For the two subtaskssub2 and sub3, e1i, dur1i and
sl1i are uniformly distributed as well within the ranges
(ae1i, be1i], (ad1i, bd1i] and(as1i, bs1i], respectively.
The parameters of the subtasks should bear some rela-
tionship with those ofT1 and with each other, and we
should take care when setting these parameters so that
it will reflect such a relationship. For example, the est
of the subtasks cannot be earlier thanT1’s est. There
maybe an enable relationship betweensub2 andsub3,
and as a result,est13 ≥ dl12.

When an instance ofT1 arrives atA1, A1 will start ne-
gotiation processes with bothA2 andA3. The two sessions

are done in parallel, which means that the result of one ne-
gotiation does not affect the other. Associated with eachT1

is a rewardR1. Upon completion ofT1, A1 will collect a
part of the total rewardR11 for itself, and hand the restR12

andR13 to A2 andA3 respectively.R1 = R11+R12+R13.
In order for the reward to be collected, bothsub2 andsub3

have to be completed.
During the negotiation process with agentAi about a

subtasksubi, A1 promises a real rewardR1i for complet-
ing the task and tellsAi about the reward thatA1 itself will
gain if the task is completed, i.e., the relational rewardR11.
Ai’s attitude parameter towardA1 about doingsubi is ki.
As a result, the utility of the subtasksubi for Ai when it is
making the negotiation decision isRni = R1i + ki · (R11).
R1, R11, R12 andR13 are all constants.

T2 and T3 both have a reward,R2 and R3 respec-
tively, which are uniformly distributed within the range of
(ar2, br2] and(ar3, br3].

Once having received a subtask (subi) request, the agent
Ai sees whether there is a conflict between the new task and
other tasks (both the previous commitment toA1 and its lo-
cal taskTi). These other tasks include the tasks that came in
before the new one and those will come in after it. If there
is no conflict,Ai will commit to the task. Otherwise, it will
choose the task with higher reward.

There is no task failure or explicit decommitment once
a commitment is made. The only time that a contract is
breached is byA1 if it receives a commitment from one
of the agents and not the other. In this case, the commit-
ted agent will still execute the subtask as it promised but re-
ceive no promised reward for that. This is a simple negotia-
tion protocol and some of the uncertainty we discuss above
can be resolved by a more sophisticated negotiation proto-
col. We model this simple protocol for two reasons. First,
some of the necessary techniques are developed in the pro-
cess and can be extended to model other protocols. Second,
we demonstrate that in an environment without sophiscated
global design or with a tight communication restriction, lo-
cal mechanisms such as attitude parameter can be used ef-
fectively to cope with the resulting uncertainty.

4.3. Probability of Conflict
An agent needs to choose between tasks to execute when

and only when there is a conflict between tasks. A task of
typei is in conflict with a task of typej (whether it came be-
fore taski or after) if and only if there exists a task of type
j such that the following two inequalities are both true:

dli − estj ≤ duri + durj ,

dlj − esti ≤ duri + durj . (1)

Rewriting (1) in terms ofest, dur andsl, we get
sli − durj ≤ estj − esti ≤ duri − slj (2)

For a task of typei that arrives at a given time, we define
Pcij as the probability of there being a task of typej that



has conflict with it. Notice that for taski, we only know of
its arriving time, not its other relevant parameters. In addi-
tion, we do not know any parameter of taskj.

Pcij

= P (sli − durj ≤ estj − esti ≤ duri − slj)

=
+∞∑

z=−∞

+∞∑
y=z

(1−
y∏

x=z

(1− Pestj−esti(x))) ·

Pduri−slj (y)Psli−durj
(z) (3)

First let us look atPestj−esti
(x), the probability of the

difference between the earliest start time of tasksTi andTj

beingx. Since the arrival time of taski is fixed, without loss
of generality, let us define the arriving time of taski as 0.
As a result,esti = ei, andestj can range from−∞ to +∞.
Therefore,Pestj−esti

(x) = P (estj−ei = x), i.e., the prob-
ability of there existing a taskj that satisfiesestj − ei = x.
We first solve the probability of there being a task whose
est is at a specified timet, which we write asP (est = t):

P (est = t) =
+∞∑

x=−∞
Pa(t− x)Pe(x)

=
be∑

x=ae+1

1
r
· 1
be− ae

=
1
r

(4)

Then we can further calculatePestj−esti(x):

Pestj−esti(x) =
+∞∑

y=−∞
Pei(y)P (estj = y + x)

=
bei∑

y=aei+1

1
bei − aei

· 1
rj

=
1
rj

(5)

Now let us see whatPduri−slj (y) is.

Pduri−slj (y)

=
+∞∑

x=−∞
Pduri(x) · Pslj (x− y)

=





bdi−asj−y
(bdi−adi)(bsj−asj)

,

max(adi − asj , bdi − bsj)
< y < bdi − asj ;

1
bdi−adi

, adi − asj ≤ y ≤ bdi − bsj ;
1

bsj−asj
, bdi − bsj ≤ y ≤ adi − asj ;

bsj+y−adi

(bdi−adi)(bsj−asj)
,

adi − bsj < y <
min(adi − asj , bdi − bsj);

0, otherwise.
(6)

Similarly, we get

Psli−durj
(z)

=





bsi−adj−z
(bsi−asi)(bdj−adj)

,

max(asi − adj , bsi − bdj)
< z < bsi − adj ;

1
bsi−asi

, asi − adj ≤ z ≤ bsi − bdj ;
1

bdj−adj
, bsi − bdj ≤ z ≤ asi − adj ;

bdj+z−asi

(bsi−asi)(bdj−adj)
,

asi − bdj < z <
min(asi − adj , bsi − bdj);

0, otherwise.
(7)

Now, we can put (5), (6) and (7) back to (3) and get the
probability of there being a conflict for a task that comes in
at a given time. Please note that this calculation ofPij is
an approximation, since we are only considering the proba-
bly of two tasks conflicting with each other. In reality, there
might be three or more tasks that can not be scheduled suc-
cessfully at the same time but any two of them can be.
Therefore, the real probability of conflict may be slightly
higher than our approximation.

4.4. Expected Reward
What we are really concerned about is the expected re-

ward that the system may receive at any given time. Multi-
plying it by the time that the system has run yields the ex-
pected reward of the system.

For A2 andA3, there may be two types of tasks com-
ing in at any moment: the local taskTi with a probability of
1/ri and the non-local tasksubi with a probably of1/r1.
When a local taskTi for Ai arrives, it accumulates reward
only under one of the following circumstances:

1. There is a conflict between it and one non-local task
subi and there is no conflict with other local tasks. In
addition, the local task reward is greater than the util-
ity of the non-local task that it is in conflict with, i.e.,
Ri > Rni = R1i + ki ·R11. Therefore,

E(Ri|Ri > Rni)

=
bri∑

x=bRnic+1

PRi(x) · x

=





ari+bri+1
2 , bRnic < ari;

(bri−bRnic)(bri+bRnic+1)
2(bri−ari)

,

ari ≤ bRnic < bri;
0, bRnic ≥ bri.

(8)

The part of expected reward gained by executing the
new task in this case is then:

ER
(1)
i = Pc1i,i · (1− Pcii) · E(Ri|Ri > Rni) (9)



2. The only conflict caused by this task is with another lo-
cal taskT ′i . In addition, the new reward is higher than
that of T ′i . The expected reward gained by executing
this task under this condition is:

ER
(2)
i

= (1− Pc1i,i) · Pcii · [E(Ri|Ri > R′i)

+
1
2
E(Ri|Ri = R′i)] (10)

where

E(Ri|Ri > R′i) =
bri∑

y=ari+1

bri∑
x=y+1

xPRi
(x)PRi

(y)

and

1
2
E(Ri|Ri = R′i) =

bri∑
x=ari+1

x(PRi
(x))2

=
ari + bri + 1
4(bri − ari)

3. There is a conflict with both another local task and a
non-local task. In addition, the reward gained by the
new local task is the highest.

ER
(3)
i

= Pc1i,i · Pcii · [E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri > R′i)

+
1
2
E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri = R′i)] (11)

where

E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri > R′i)

=
bri∑

y=ari+1

bri∑

x=max(bRnic+1,y+1)

PRi(x)PRi(y)x

=
1

(bri − ari)2

bri∑
y=ari+1

bri∑

x=max(bRnic+1,y+1)

x

and
1
2
E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri = R′i)

=
1
2

bri∑

x=bRnic+1

[PRi(x)]2 · x

=





0, bRnic ≥ bri;
(bri−bRnic)(bri+bRnic+1)

4(bri−ari)2
,

ari ≤ bRnic < bri;
ari+bri+1
4(bri−ari)

,

bRnic < ari.

4. There is no conflict caused by the new task.

ER
(4)
i = (1− Pc1i,i)(1− Pcii) · ari + bri

2
(12)

Similarly, when a subtasksubi arrives atAi, Ai will
choose to commit to it under four conditions, but it can ac-
cumulate this reward only when the other agent decides to
commit to the other subtask as well. Therefore the expected
reward will be:

ER
(5)
i = R1i · Pcommit2 · Pcommit3 (13)

where

Pcommiti
= Pc1i,i(1− Pc11)P (Rni ≥ Ri)

+
1
2
Pc1i,i · Pc11P (Rni ≥ Ri)

+
1
2
(1− Pc1i,i)Pc11

+(1− Pc1i,i)(1− Pc11) (14)

and

P (Rni ≥ Ri) =
bRnic∑

x=ari+1

PRi(x)

=





1, bRnic ≥ bri
bRnic−ari

bri−ari
, ari ≤ bRnic ≤ bri

0, bRnic ≤ ari

(15)

Now we have the expected reward thatA2 or A3 collects
at each time unit:

ERi =
1
ri

(ER
(1)
i +ER

(2)
i +ER

(3)
i +ER

(4)
i )+

1
r1

ER
(5)
i

(16)

Let us have a look at the expected reward thatA1 col-
lects at each time unit. There is only one type of task com-
ing in toA1. The reward can be collected if and only if both
of the other two agents commit to the subtasks. As a re-
sult,

ER1 =
1
r1
·R11 · Pcommit2 · Pcommit3 (17)

Now that we have the expected reward for each of the
agents, we can calculate theki that will maximize the so-
cial utility given the set of the parameters. More formally,
we setk2 andk3 to be:

arg max
k2,k3

(ER1 + ER2 + ER3).

Please notice that when we are calculating the expected
reward collected by each of the agents by executingT1 we
are assuming perfect knowledge of the other agent’s model.
This is useful from a system designer’s perspective. Having
a global view of the system, the designer can set the attitude
parameterk of each agent such that the global utility can be
maximized.

We ran a set of simulations in the integrative negotia-
tion framework with different parameter settings (Table 1)



r est dur dl R
T2 t2 14 6 26+td2*[1,3] 2+tr2*[1,3]
T3 t3 24 7 34+td3*[1,3] 2+tr3*[1,3]

sub2 15 12 7 20+[0,2] 3
sub3 15 23+[0,2] 6 35+[0,2] 3
T1 15 12 35+[0,2] 25

Table 1. Simulation parameter setting

to verify the model. We vary the arrival rate, deadline and
reward of the tasks and record the social utility generated
by the system after 950 time units for different attitude pa-
rametersk2 andk3. As seen in Figure 4, the simulation re-
sults and the theoretical prediction match well with each
other, with a utility difference of around 1%. The difference
in the two curves are mainly caused by the two major dif-
ferences between the simulator and our theoretical model.
First, the tasks in the simulator arrives at the agents every
ri time step instead of with a probability of1/ri at each
step. Though these two settings are statistically equivalent,
the simulator has less chance of the same type of tasks con-
flicting with each other, and results in a higher utility gener-
ated by the simulation. Second, the simulator uses a sched-
uler that schedules all the tasks in a fixed time window to-
gether and resolves the conflicts among them. Once a task
is successfully scheduled, it will not be removed from the
schedule or shifted to accomodate tasks arriving in the next
time window. As a result, the simulator is not as sensitive
to slight parameter changes as the model is, which leads
to the gadual drop in utility in the theoretical model ver-
sus the step function drop in the simulator. Other parame-
ter settings show a similar correlation between the simula-
tion results and the model prediction. As tasks become less
flexible (varied byr anddl), conflicts become increasingly
likely and global utitlity is reduced. The higher a local task’s
reward is compared to that of the subtask, the less likelyT1

will be finished and the more self-directed the other agent
should be for the system to collect more reward. These be-
haviors are both predicted and explained by the model and
the resultant equations.

5. Adjusting Local Attitude
In a real system, the environment may evolve over time.

In such situations, it is unlikely that a static organization
will remain optimal as the environment changes. Further-
more, it is impractical for the agents to always have a global
view of the system without significant communication cost.
Fortunately, an agent can often learn the other agents’ be-
havior through past interactions with them. If agents can dy-
namically adjust their relationships with other agents based
on observations of each other, then the system can achieve
more global utility than a static system.

The agentsA2 andA3 can learn the probability of the re-
ward being actually collected fromA1 by recording the in-
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Figure 4. Comparison of the model predic-
tion and the simulation results. t2 = t3 = 10,
td2 = td3 = 1, tr2 = tr3 = 6.

teraction history between them. From these statistics, they
are able to choose their own attitude parameters (ki) in order
to maximize the total utility that may be collected by them
andA1. Expressed more formally, if agentA2 observes the
probability of A1 handing out the reward forsub2 asP2,
thenER

(5)
2 andER1 are written forA1 as follows:

ER
(5)
2 = R12 · Pcommit2 · P2; (18)

ER1 =
1
r1
·R11 · Pcommit2 · P2. (19)

In order to maximize the social utility as its vision of the
environment allows,A2 should setk2 as:

k2 = arg max
k2

(ER1 + ER2). (20)

It is the same forA3.
There are two cases of environment change to consider.

First, there is a change happening atA2 or A3 which makes
the corresponding agent adjust itski. Second, there is a
change of the local parameters atA1 that leads to a change
in ki in one or both of the agents’ attitude. When such
change happens, one or both of the agents initiate the ad-
justment in their attitude parameterski in response, which
leads to a change in the other agent’s observation ofPi and
further adjustment ofki. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1 The local adjustment of the attitude parame-
ters is stable, i.e., the process will converge.

PROOF. If we fix the parameters other thank2 and de-
note the utility thatA2 is trying to maximize asU2, we can
write it as a function ofx2 = bRn2c: U2 = ER1 + ER2 =
−a·x2

2+(b+d·P2)·x2+c, whenar2 ≤ bRn2c ≤ br2, where
a, b, c, d are all constants. Then we have the optimalbRn2c
asx2 = b+d·P2

2a . Sincex2 = bRn2c = R12 + k2 · R11, the
optimal k2 changes monotonically asP2 changes (shown
in Figure 5(a)). WhenA2 sets its newk2, A3’s observa-
tion of P3 changes accordingly:P3 = e · bRn3c + f
whenar3 ≤ bRn3c ≤ br3, wheree andf are constants.
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Figure 5. (a) k2 changes monotonically as P2

changes. (b) P3 changes monotonically as
k2 changes. (c) k2 converges over time even
when k2 and k3 change in different directions
at the same time.

As shown in Figure 5(b),P3 changes monotonically ask2

changes as well.
No matter what change in the environment causes the

change in local parameterki, the value ofki either increases
or decreases. If the changes of both agents are towards the
same direction, i.e., both of them increase, both decrease,
or one of them stays the same, then as Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
show, bothk2 andk3 change monotonically without oscil-
lation. Since there are only limited number of different val-
ues forbRnic, ki will converge to a certain value.

On the other hand, ifk2 andk3 start changing towards
different directions, they will both oscillate, as the direc-
tions of change caused by the two agents are different. For-
tunately, the oscillation is bounded by the curves of change
in ki in Figure 5(a) (as shown in Figure 5(c), and the pro-
cess will converge in the end.

Theorem 1 tells us that it is safe for the agents to adjust
their attitude parameters locally and reach a global equi-
librium. We can add a simple learning component to each
agentAi which observes the probability ofA1 handing out
the reward forsubi asPi and adjustki to the optimal value
related toPi dynamically.

In an environment with uncertainty, the information pro-
vided by other agents may be inaccurate and prove a dis-
traction for an agent’s goal [2]. [2, 4] suggest that mech-
anisms that appropriately handle distraction in a complex
multi-agent system are important to improving the overall
system performance. In the three agent multi-linked nego-
tiation system we are modelling in this paper, there is un-
certainty related to the rewards thatA1 promises toA2 and
A3 and may prove distracting.P2 and P3 are good mea-
sures of this uncertainty. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that
the level of uncertainty in the external information received
from A1 directly affects the amount of self-directness that
an agent should have in order to optimize the social util-
ity. As seen in Figure 5(a), the greater the value ofPi is, the
higher the optimalki is, which means the more externally-
directedAi should be towardsA1 regardingsubi. Likewise,
when there is more uncertainty related to the external infor-
mation, an agent should be more self-directed. Therefore

the attitude parameter of an agent can be seen as an effec-
tive way to handle distraction introduced by uncertain ex-
ternal information.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we successfully constructed a statistical

model for a small cooperative multi-link negotiation sys-
tem. It shows us the relationship between the environment,
the level of local cooperation and the global system perfor-
mance in a formal and clear way that allows us to explain
system behavior and predict system performance. The anal-
ysis also results in a set of design equations that can be used
directly to design distributed local mechanisms that opti-
mize the performance of the system dynamically. Finally,
it helps us more concretely understand the important issue
of distraction that was first discovered and studied by [4, 2]
and provides us with the local attitude parameter to han-
dle distraction effectively. This research demonstrates that
sophisticated probabilistic modelling can be used to under-
stand the behaviors of a system with complex agent inter-
actions, and provide guidelines for the development of ef-
fective distributed control mechanisms. Though what we
present in this paper is a model of a simple three agent sys-
tem, both the model itself and the techniques we use can be
extended to more interesting and larger systems with more
complex inter-agent interactions.
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